Effects of misspecification of allele frequencies on the type I error rate of model-free linkage analysis.
Linkage analyses of simulated quantitative trait data were performed using the Haseman-Elston (H-E) sib pair regression test to investigate the effects of inaccurate allele frequency estimates on the type I error rates of this test. Computer simulations generating a quantitative trait in nuclear families were performed using GASP [1]. Assuming no linkage, several data sets were simulated; they differed in marker allele numbers and frequencies, number of sib pairs and number of sibships. Each set of simulated data was analyzed using (1) all parental marker data, (2) half of the parental marker data, and (3) no parental marker data, using both correct and incorrect allele frequencies in the latter 2 cases. The H-E sib pair linkage method was found to be robust to misspecification of marker allele frequencies regardless of the number of alleles.